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Increasing the number of password verification times by twice or three times, can
significantly increase password memorability.



Increasing the number of password verification times by twice or three times does not
increase user inconvenience.
The trade-off between password memorability and user convenience is not
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Passwords are the most frequently used authentication mechanism. However, due to
increased password numbers, there has been an increase in insecure password behaviors (e.g.,
password reuse). Therefore, new and innovative ways are needed to increase password
memorability and security. Typically, users are asked to input their passwords once in order
to access the system, and twice to verify the password, when they create a new account. But
what if users were asked to input their passwords three or four times when they create new
accounts? In this study, three groups of participants were asked to verify their passwords
once (control group), twice, and three times (two experimental groups). Psychological
literature suggests that applying repetition in learning to the password process has significant
effects on password memorability. However, previous password research has found a tradeoff between password security and memorability, and more recently, user convenience. Our
results suggest that verifying passwords three times can increase password memorability
from 42% (verifying passwords just once as with current practices) to 70%. Even by
increasing the verification to just two times can increase password memorability by 17%.
However, we found that through increasing the number of verifications did not equate to a
decrease in user convenience. What this means is that small changes to the password
verification stage can have significant results on password memorability while not
necessarily inconveniencing the user. The implications of these results could ultimately have
a positive effect on password security, and the consequences of forgetting passwords.
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1. Introduction
Passwords are one of the most frustrating, inconvenient, yet essential part of users‘
daily lives (Hoonakker et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). Over the past few years, the number
of passwords has risen with users accumulating more and more accounts and services (Gaw
and Felten, 2006; Notoatmodjo and Thomborson, 2009). Despite that users are more aware of
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password security issues; as a result of difficulties in remembering multiple passwords, users
often employ risky password behaviors as coping strategies to aid password memorability
(Biddle et al., 2012; Campbell et al., 2006; Duggan et al., 2012; Gaw and Felten, 2006;

Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011; Notoatmodjo and Thomborson, 2009; Zhang et al., 2009).
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These insecure password behaviors include, password reuse, writing passwords down,

sharing passwords, choosing weak passwords, and not changing passwords regularly (Adams
and Sasse, 1999; Campbell et al., 2006; Guo, 2013; Zhang et al., 2009). As a consequence of

M

adopting these insecure password behaviors, organizations spend thousands (in costs) each
year on resetting passwords when they are forgotten, and through the losses due to security

ED

breaches (Brown et al., 2004; Hayashi et al., 2012; Inglesant and Sasse, 2010; Ives et al.,

PT

2004; Saastamoinen, 2014; Tari et al., 2006; Vu et al., 2007). Users forgetting their
passwords and adopting insecure password behaviors bring into question the ultimate security

CE

of passwords and the future of the mechanism (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011).
Although passwords are an unpleasant necessity, users cannot (currently) live without

AC

them as they secure personal and organizations‘ finances, communications and information
(Bang et al., 2012; Vu et al., 2007). There are alternatives such as password managers and
biometrics. However, several studies have found that even though password manager
software has been around since the 1990‘s, their use has been reported to be limited. Das et
al. (2014) found that out of 224 participants, 61% memorize their passwords, where only 6%
use password managers; and Alkaldi et al. (2019) found that during a study using persuasive
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messages in favor of password managers that 70% of users did not download the software.
Low acceptance of password managers has been reported due to issues such as users
believing that they are vulnerable to attacks, preferring to trust their own memory (Gaw and
Felton, 2006), and that they are not adequately usable for most users (Chiasson et al., 2006).
Biometrics also have the disadvantages, and have not become mainstream due to money (i.e.,
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the cost of the new technology, and changing systems), convenience (users having to learn a
new technology), and habit – users like familiarity, and place trust in it (Florêncio and

Herley, 2007). Despite the issues with passwords, they are the most popular authentication
mechanism (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011; Zhang et al., 2009). Therefore, researchers

AN
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have spent many years attempting to find ways in which to increase their memorability, while
not consequently affecting their security, or increasing the inconvenience of the process –
which is proving to be an arduous (and perhaps, impossible), but critical task (Grawemeyer

M

and Johnson, 2011).

This study focuses on password verification – a part of the password creation stage –

ED

where the user is asked, after creating his or her password, to re-enter it. Although previous

PT

password research has considered repetition/rehearsal as a means of increasing memorability,
and have incorporated additional verification into their study design (Bonneau and Schechter,

CE

2014; Vu et al., 2007; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005; Woods and Siponen, 2018; Zhang et al.,
2009); no previous research has examined the practicalities of learning passwords through the

AC

repetition of verification, while considering the impact on user convenience. Based on
psychological literature, we suggest that increasing the number of times a user is required to
verify their password could have a positive effect on the memorability of that password.
Furthermore, small changes to the password verification process could be implemented with
any authentication system, which could have significant results on password memorability.
However, increasing the number of password verification times would increase the amount of
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time given to the password process of creating, learning, and recalling passwords, which
would surely increase user inconvenience (Jenkins et al., 2014; Renaud and De Angeli, 2004;
Zhang and McDowell, 2009). Therefore, in this study, we examine the balance between
memory and convenience, to see whether the small increase in the number of verification
times significantly affects password memorability, and user convenience.
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We test our hypotheses using an experimental design, involving participants creating
and recalling passwords on a web-based system. We examine the effects of three

experimental conditions (verifying passwords x1, x2, x3) on password recall and user

convenience in verifying passwords at the creation stage. Our findings suggest that increasing
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the number of times a password is verified, has a positive effect on password memorability,
while not having a considerable effect on the users‘ convenience. In the next section, we
discuss previous research in password security, memorability, and user convenience. Then we

M

examine memory theories, and more specifically, theories of learning and retention, and
develop our hypotheses. In the following sections, we discuss the research methodology,

ED

including the experimental design, and then present our findings. Finally, we discuss our

PT

findings and their implications.

CE

2. Previous password research
Users are required to find the time to create and learn passwords, while trying to

AC

comply with password policies (Inglesant and Sasse, 2010; Marquardson, 2012). They are
then required to remember their passwords out of a multitude of often similar passwords, and
match them to the right account (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011; Nelson and Vu, 2010).
And users must do all of this while contending with their everyday tasks, be it work,
shopping, banking, or communication (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011; Hoonakker et al.,
2009). Previous research has examined these issues from the perspective of the password
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problem as a memory problem (Adams and Sasse, 1999; Gaw and Felten, 2006; Grawemeyer
and Johnson, 2011; Nelson and Vu, 2010; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005; Woods and Siponen,
2018; Vu et al., 2007); and from the perspective of the password problem being a security
behavior issue as like any other security behavior (Crossler et al., 2013; Jenkins et al., 2014;
Johnston et al., 2015; Pahnila et al., 2007; Vance et al., 2013; Workman et al., 2008).
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Through the first stream of research, studies have shown that there is a trade-off not only
between memorability and security (Vu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009), but also between
password security and convenience (Bang et al., 2012; Tam et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2009).

AN
US

2.1. The password problem: a trade-off between password security, password memorability,
and user convenience

The authentication mechanism should be secure, memorable, usable, and convenient,

M

that is, not too time-consuming (Renaud and De Angeli, 2004). Previous research suggests
that there is a trade-off between password security and password memorability (Vu et al.,

ED

2007; Zhang et al., 2009). Strong versus weak passwords, and meaningful passwords are

PT

preferred over random passwords (Marquardson, 2012; Nelson and Vu, 2010; Sasse et al.,
2001; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005). For example, users will choose names or dictionary words as

CE

passwords because users perceive them to be memorable. However, such passwords are
easily cracked (Nelson and Vu, 2010; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005); with security being

AC

compromised for more memorable passwords. However, just because a password is random
(and potentially stronger) does not mean that it is not meaningful to the user (Sasse et al.,
2001). Nonetheless, users are more concerned with remembering their passwords than with
securing information (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011). Therefore, more often than not, weak
passwords are created, and passwords are reused and written down as a coping strategy for
cognitive offloading (Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011; Zhang et al., 2009).
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Researchers are beginning to find that convenience is also an important contributing
factor that influences password security and memorability (Bang et al., 2012; Hoonakker et
al., 2009; Jenkins et al., 2014; Tam et al., 2010; Thing and Ying, 2009). Inconvenience
caused to the user within the password context refers to the inconvenience experienced when
time and mental effort are spent on the password process (creating, learning, and recalling
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passwords) (Jenkins et al., 2014; Renaud and De Angeli, 2004; Zhang and McDowell, 2009).
An example of this would be when a user has to change a password and takes the time to
create a new one that meets the service‘s password policy requirements. Previous research
suggests that the inconvenience experienced by the user while engaging in the password

AN
US

process can lead to the adoption of insecure password behaviors, such as writing passwords
down, creating weak passwords, and reusing passwords, due to passwords being too hard to
remember and/or the password process being too inconvenient (Marquardson, 2012; Nelson

M

and Vu, 2010; Sasse et al., 2001; Tam et al., 2010; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005).
A study by Tam et al. (2010) reported users saying that ―If I have to, I can remember

ED

my password even if it is complex, but I‘d rather not put the mental effort into it. I‘d rather
write it down and tape it to my computer because it is more convenient . . . one less thing to

PT

be bothered with‖ (p. 237). Issues with password memorability and forgetting passwords can

CE

be an expensive security issue, as well as lead to user inconvenience (Al-Ameen et al., 2015).
Users are motivated by, and prioritize minimizing inconvenience over increasing security,

AC

and adapt their behavior accordingly (Duggan et al., 2012; Notoatmodjo and Thomborson,
2009; Tam et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2009). Moreover, password policy requirements increase
the effort users expend on the password process (Inglesant and Sasse, 2010). Therefore, the
inconvenience experienced by the user can result in insecure password practices (Tam et al.,
2010). Examples of these insecure behaviors include users frequently creating passwords that
are easy to remember, as they are considered more convenient, and therefore, aid memory
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limitations (Campbell et al., 2011; Zhang and McDowell, 2009). Changing passwords is also
considered inconvenient, and therefore, users will not change their passwords regularly (Bang
et al., 2012; Furnell, 2013; Gaw and Felten, 2006; Zhang and McDowell, 2009). Another
insecure password behavior is password sharing. Users sometimes share passwords, not
necessarily because they are incapable of remembering their passwords, but because this
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practice is convenient, even though they are aware of the security implications (Cheroen et
al., 2008).

―When users perceive inconvenience and have to pay a price of time and effort, they are

usually reluctant to adopt the recommended action‖ (Zhang and McDowell, 2009, pp. 191).

AN
US

Therefore, more research is needed to examine the trade-off between convenience,

memorability, and security (Hoonakker et al., 2009; Weir et al., 2009), when considering

3. Theoretical background

M

ways in which to increase these factors concurrently.

ED

One of the major issues with the password mechanism is the number of passwords

PT

users require in their everyday lives (Chiasson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). With an
increase in the number of accounts, the number of passwords has just exploded over the past

CE

few years (Sharma and Sefchek, 2007). However, this escalation has resulted in a
snowballing of insecure passwords behaviors, as a result of users‘ memories being unable to

AC

cope with the sheer number of passwords to learn and remember (Biddle et al., 2012; Duggan
et al., 2012; Gaw and Felten, 2006; Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011). Therefore,
understanding how the users‘ memory functions is imperative when attempting to solve these
issues. Thus, several researchers have studied memory theories to attempt to make passwords
more memorable and easier for our brains to process while learning and remembering
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(Nelson and Vu, 2010; Sasse et al., 2001; Woods and Siponen, 2018; Vu et al., 2007; Zhang
et al., 2009).

3.1. Memory theories
When looking to memory theories to help with issues of password memorability,
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researchers have examined long-term memory (LTM) for storage and retrieval, in terms of
remembering and recalling multiple passwords (Adams and Sasse, 1999; Nelson and Vu,
2010; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005; Vu et al., 2007; Zhang et al. 2009). Many researchers have
made reference to Atkinson and Shiffrin‘s (1968) Stages of Memory Theory. This prominent

AN
US

theory suggests that the human memory is composed of three memory stores, the sensory
memory, short-term memory (STM), and long-term memory (LTM). The sensory memory is
thought to be an interface between perception and memory. The STM, or working memory

M

(updated by Baddeley and Hitch (1974)) stores information for a brief period of time, while
the information is being processed. The LTM stores information indefinitely after it has been

ED

processed, ready for retrieval. When this theory is applied to the password process, the

PT

password would be observed and attended to by the sensory memory, it would be learned and
rehearsed in STM/working memory, and stored (long-term) in LTM, ready for it to be

CE

retrieved.

In addition, studies have examined STM or working memory regarding learning

AC

passwords and factors that affect it, such as cognitive load (Jenkins et al., 2014;
Marquardson, 2012), depth of processing (Nelson and Vu, 2010; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005; Vu
et al., 2007), and STM capacity limitations (Bang et al., 2012; Proctor et al., 2002; Zhang et
al., 2009). The working memory (STM) model was proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974)
which consists of several components that manipulate information before it is transferred to
LTM, or is just forgotten. This processing and manipulation of information is what is
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considered as learning. However, the STM has a limited capacity (Baddeley, 2009b). This
was first shown by Miller (1956) in his study on the ―magical number seven‖ in information
processing. Miller argued that without error, the number of items that could be recalled was
usually 7 ± 2. This limitation is an important factor in password memorability, as security
policies encourage users to create longer and longer passwords to increase security (Campbell
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et al., 2011; Marquardson, 2012). However, users can get around this limitation through

ordering information into ―chunks‖, for example, USA is one chunk of three larger items:
―United States of America‖; this recoding of information allows more to be encoded and
learned (Baddeley, 2009b). Mnemonic passwords and passphrases work on the same

AN
US

principle, additionally increasing the meaning of the password and therefore, the depth of
processing (Nelson and Vu, 2010; Vu et al., 2007).

Depth of processing approach proposed by Craik and Lockhart (1972) suggests that

M

information is processed on several levels. Therefore, with more meaning, information will
have many levels. For example, the word ―apple‖ is processed visually as the image, as the

ED

word, in terms of it being a fruit, in specific terms as perhaps a person‘s favorite fruit. This

PT

information is processed more deeply, and thus, would be retained better. Several studies
have shown that the more levels of processing and deeper levels of meaning would show

CE

better retention (Baddeley, 2009d; Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Craik and Tulving, 1975). In
terms of passwords, Nelson and Vu (2010) suggested that to add meaning to a password

AC

while keeping it secure could be achieved through mnemonic techniques, which would
increase memorability.
Cognitive load theory refers to the amount of ―mental energy‖ or effort required to

process information (Feinberg and Murphy, 2000). As the amount of information increases,
so does the cognitive load on our mental resources. When the amount of information and
instruction exceed the capacity and limitations of our mental resources (as the working
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memory has a limited capacity in processing information), it can become overloaded (a heavy
cognitive load), and therefore, learning decreases (Baddeley, 1992; Miller, 1956). Cognitive
load can affect password learning and recall (Jenkins et al., 2014; Marquardson, 2012).
Learning passwords requires users to concentrate and use their mental energy to attend to the
password. However, there can be distractions, such as attempting to meet password policies,

CR
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people speaking, work tasks, or personal goals that add to the cognitive load, as this

information is processed concurrently (Adams and Sasse, 1999; Jenkins et al., 2014;

Notoatmodjo and Thomborson, 2009; Zhang and McDowell, 2009). The level of mental

effort expended to learn a password also affects how well it is stored and eventually retrieved

AN
US

from LTM (Nelson and Vu, 2010). Nelson and Vu (2010) found that users do not put enough
effort, with no in-depth consideration, into creating their passwords, and this would
negatively affect their password recall.

M

Having discussed these factors that affect learning, and learning passwords, we now
look to how information is transferred from STM to LTM in terms of repetition/rehearsal,

PT

ED

and how repetition can be incorporated into the password process to encourage this transfer.

3.2. Repetition/rehearsal, learning, and transferring information to LTM

CE

―The process of rehearsal is repeating information over and over‖ (Goldstein, 2011, pp.
173). Studying learning by scientific experimentation can be traced back to Ebbinghaus in the

AC

mid-1880s (Baddeley, 2009a; Ranganath et al., 2012). Ebbinghaus discovered that repetition
facilitates learning (Nelson, 1977): ―as the number of repetitions increases, the series are
engraved more and more deeply and indelibly‖ (Ebbinghaus, 1885, pp. 53). Repetition in
learning is an important part of general memory theories. Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)
emphasized in their Stages of Memory Theory, the role of repetition in improving
memorability. There is a relationship between rehearsal and storage in LTM (Jacoby and
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Bartz, 1972; Rundus and Atkinson, 1970). Through repetition or rehearsal, information is
kept or maintained for longer in STM and subsequently transferred to LTM (Atkinson and
Shiffrin, 1968; Jacoby and Bartz, 1972; Nelson, 1977; Rundus and Atkinson, 1970).
However, over the years of psychological research, the understanding that rehearsal
alone, as means of transferring information from STM to LTM has been brought into
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question (Nelson, 1977). Jacoby and Bartz (1972) proposed that continuous rehearsal alone
does not increase LTM storage. They suggested that rehearsal may just ensure that

information is held in STM; the transfer of information from STM to LTM may be

considered as a different process (Jacoby and Bartz, 1972). Furthermore, Craik and Lockhart

AN
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(1972) with their depth of processing approach also argued that repetition does not affect
memorability if the depth of processing is constant. They suggest that only rehearsal which
leads to increased depth of processing will have an effect on memory performance (Craik and

M

Lockhart, 1972).

In response to the criticism of repetition and rehearsal, Nelson (1977) discovered in

ED

contrast to Craik and Lockhart‘s findings that recall increased with the number of repetitions.

PT

Nelson examined distributed repetition and massed repetition, and found that repetitions,
even when massed, have an effect on recall. Nelson concluded that the proposition that same-

CE

depth repetition does not facilitate memory recall was not supported, and that the number of
rote repetitions is actually correlated to memory recall.

AC

Throughout the years, repetition and rehearsal were thought by many theorists to be all

that is needed to learn. A more contemporary view suggests learning can be increased
through linking new information to what is already known — this is referred to as elaborate
processing (Baddeley, 2009d). When considering specifically learning through repetition,
there are two types of rehearsal: maintenance rehearsal and elaborative rehearsal (Goldstein,
2011). Maintenance rehearsal, through the repeating of, say a telephone number, will keep
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the information within STM for immediate use, for instance, until you make a call.
Elaborative rehearsal is what is used to transfer information from STM to LTM as it
incorporates thinking about the meaning of the information and relating it to what is already
known (Goldstein, 2011). Furthermore, if the recall of information is expected later after a
delay, more retrieval cues will be formed while rehearsing (Jacoby and Bartz, 1972). In
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addition, Nilsson (1987) found that motivation and intention to learn are important for the
focus of attention. Recent studies suggest that repetition without motivation from the learner

3.3. Repetition as password verification

AN
US

to organize the information may not necessarily result in learning (Baddeley, 2009d).

―We are often asked to produce a password under hurried circumstances […] with no
opportunity for rehearsal‖ (Brown et al., 2004, pp. 650). Several studies have noted that

M

repetition and rehearsal have an effect on password memorability (Bonneau and Schehter,
2014; Vu et al., 2007; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2009), and can also be beneficial

ED

when creating passwords (Helkala and Svendsen, 2011). Zhang et al. (2009) suggested that

PT

rehearsal is a successful method for learning passwords, as it keeps them in STM longer, and
therefore, they would have a higher chance of entering LTM. A study by Wiedenbeck et al.

CE

(2005) suggested that passwords are learned only through rote, repetition learning. This
would affect password security, as through the lack of meaningful content in random

AC

passwords, users would create weak passwords that contain more meaning (Wiedenbeck et al.
2005). Therefore, Wiedenbeck et al. (2005) proposed that due to the meaningful content in
graphical passwords, the meaning would aid learning through repetition or rehearsal. On the
other hand, Bonneau and Schechter (2014) studied spaced repetition in password learning,
where participants entered additional security codes that increased over time. The authors
found that gradually increasing the size of the security code, adding a little at a time, allowed
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94% of the participants to successfully learn the security codes. Furthermore, research by Vu
et al. (2007) found that when they used repetition by adding a verification stage during
password creation (one extra time to re-enter) in their study design, participants felt that the
login repetitions helped them remember their passwords. The results suggested that logging
in several times after generating a password increased password memorability as the
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repetitions incorporated a delay between creation and initial recall. However, the authors
found that re-entering the password as verification at the generation stage had an effect, but
not a significant effect, on password memorability. This finding supports the results found by
Nelson (1977) when he examined distributed and massed repetition. Distributed over time,

AN
US

repetition has a stronger effect on learning, as found in the study by Bonneau and Schechter
(2014). Nevertheless, Nelson (1977) still found that massed repetition also had an effect on
memorability. Consequently, in the real-world setting, asking users to re-enter their

M

passwords several times after a delay in creating them would not be practical or convenient.
Thus, massed repetition in terms of verification at the password creation stage would be more

ED

beneficial.

PT

These studies have noted the importance of repetition in password learning; however,
only Bonneau and Schechter (2014) examined repetition as the main focus of their study. Vu

CE

et al. (2007) added a re-entry stage to their study design when participants created their
passwords, while investigating proactive password checking techniques. Zhang et al. (2009),

AC

while investigating interference techniques, encouraged participants to rehearse their
passwords, but used no method such as verification to enforce this. It was left to the
participants to mentally rehearse the password to retain it better. These studies also entailed
creating a number of passwords at one time; this action would have an effect on the
participants‘ cognitive load. Jacob and Bartz (1972) argue that repetition does not necessarily
lead to improved memorization but acknowledged that when individuals learn shorter lists of
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words, they would be held in STM longer than longer lists of words, and thus, have a higher
probability of entering LTM. Therefore, learning many passwords at once would affect
password recall. Moreover, this situation would not occur in the real world as multiple
passwords are rarely created at the same time. Furthermore, Bonneau and Schechter (2014)
examined spaced repetition, but required their participants to learn only one password, again
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not representing the real-world situation. When Wiedenbeck et al. (2005) used repetition in
learning passwords, it was used as an argument for the use of graphical passwords. However,
the authors used repetition at the creation stage to increase memorability, through asking
participants to re-enter their passwords successfully ten times. Nevertheless, incorporating

AN
US

repetition into learning passwords is acknowledged as having an effect on password

memorability (Bonneau and Schechter, 2014; Vu et al., 2007; Wiedenbeck et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2009). However, all these studies did not consider the practical application of

M

using verification for learning through repetition, while considering the effect of repetition on

PT

4. The Current study

ED

convenience, and the levels of convenience on password memorability and security.

In this study, we examine the effects of repetition on password recall. When users

CE

create passwords, they are asked to re-enter their passwords for verification, as a part of the
password creation stage (Vu et al., 2007). Through increasing the number of times a user is

AC

required to verify their password, can we utilize this stage in the password creation process to
increase the memorability of passwords? However, would increasing the number of times a
password is verified decrease user convenience? Users cannot be expected in the real world
to enter their passwords five, ten, or fifteen times when creating them. Therefore, we examine
the balance between password memorability and user convenience, to see whether a small
increase in the number of verification times can have a significant effect on password
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memorability, with the prospect of increasing password security. Thus, we propose the
following hypotheses:
H1: Increasing the number of password verification times would have a positive effect
on password recall.
H2: Increasing the number of password verification times would have a negative effect

5. Research methodology
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on user convenience.

To test the hypotheses, we employed a longitudinal experimental design, collecting
objective data in terms of password recall (over 1500 passwords) and subjective data in the

AN
US

form of questionnaire responses measuring user convenience.

5.1. Participants

M

One hundred five participants were recruited from a Finnish university; they included
staff, faculty, and students. All participants had work experience and were experienced

ED

computer users. Out of the 105 participants initially recruited, 15 participants did not

PT

complete the experiment (dropping out after recruitment). Therefore, 90 participants
completed the entire study. Study credits or movies tickets were offered to the participants as

CE

an incentive for taking part and for completing the study. The 90 participants were allocated
into three groups: control group (verification x1 (N=30)), and two experimental groups:

AC

(verification x2 (N=30), and verification x3 (N=30)). Due to the effect of age on memory, all
participants were matched on age across all three groups (Baddeley, 2009c).

5.2. Measures
A website was created to collect all data for the study. The website allowed participants
to create and recall passwords, and answer questionnaires that measured the participants‘
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experience. However, for the purposes of this study, only the user convenience construct
related to password verification was examined. The website also contained information about
the study, the schedule details, and guidelines for participants to create passwords. The
website would ask the participants when they were creating their passwords to verify their
passwords once, twice, or three times, depending on the group to which the users were
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allocated.
5.2.1. Objective data

The objective password recall data was collected via the website regardless whether the
participants entered their passwords correctly or incorrectly. Over five weeks, the participants
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created five passwords for five fictitious accounts, and recalled the passwords several times.
The account types were of varying importance and sensitivity: online banking, email, social
networking, online shopping, and online gaming. Five accounts and passwords were chosen

M

as there are a number of studies that have also used this number (Nelson and Vu, 2010; Vu et
al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009); based on the suggestion that users can successfully remember

ED

that number of unique passwords (Adams and Sasse, 1999). A longitudinal design was

PT

employed to prevent cognitive overloading, as the increased cognitive load would affect the
learning and recalling process (Baddeley, 1992). This type of design was also employed to

CE

make the study as realistic as possible, as it is rare that users are asked to create and recall
several passwords all at one time.

AC

Seven password creation rules imposed a minimum length, complexity, and variety

(reported in Table 1). These password composition policy rules were chosen for two reasons.
First, the rules added more realism to the study in terms of context, as these rules are
common on the most popular and top websites on the internet (Mayer et al., 2017; Zhang et
al., 2009). Second, the rules added more realism in terms of the types of password users have
to memorize in their everyday lives. Having no rules with minimum requirements would
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allow participants to create passwords, such as ―A‖ or ―1,‖ that would not really represent a
realistic test of password memorability. The password creation rules were based on NIST SP
800-63 (Burr et al., 2006). Although these rules have been recently updated (Grassi et al.,
2017), they are still imposed on many popular websites (Mayer et al., 2017) and used in
several password memorability studies (e.g., Vu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). The system
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criteria were the requirements that enforced the password creation rules on the website used
in this study (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Password rules and system criteria for creating passwords
Each password must:
1. contain at least eight characters.
2. contain at least one number (0–9).
3. contain at least one lowercase letter (a–z).
4. contain at least one uppercase letter (A–Z).
5. contain at least one special character (e.g., !, %, &).
6. contain no words or names (e.g., J78skyl8?).
7. be unique = different from every other password created, preferably different in meaning
too (e.g., J78skyl8? and ilo>TV1!).

CE

PT

ED

M

System criteria: passwords must contain:
 more than eight characters consisting of the English alphabet A–Z, a–z.
 at least one uppercase and one lowercase letter.
 at least one number 0–9.
 at least one special character !,‖#¤. etc.
 no words or names.
 all passwords to have less than 3 of the same characters in the same sequence.
The system should not allow passwords to have more than 4 characters in sequence in
common with each other, regardless if they are uppercase or lowercase.
5.2.2. Subjective data
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The participants were required to answer questionnaires provided on the website, at the

recruitment stage, after creating their passwords, after recalling their passwords, and one final
questionnaire at the end of study. All these questionnaires gathered data on the participants‘
experience with creating and recalling passwords within the experiment, and in the
participants‘ everyday lives. For the purposes of this study‘s objectives, the user convenience
data was collected from the questionnaires completed by the participants after they had
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created their passwords, immediately after verifying them. The questions that referred only to
measuring user convenience of verifying passwords after creation were included in the final
analysis (see Table 2). These questions were adapted to be more specific for password
verification, from questions used by Shay et al. (2010) and Workman et al. (2008) in their
studies on password and security behavior. A pilot study was conducted in which the
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reliability of the questionnaire items was calculated. When reliability was analyzed in both
the pilot and the current study (for each of the three weeks of password creation, and the

overall scores), the user convenience construct showed to have a good level of reliability
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(Cronbach alpha score of 0.70 and above).

ED

Verifying my passwords after creating them was demanding:
Strongly agree; Agree; Neutral; Disagree; Strongly disagree
Verifying my passwords after creating them was timeconsuming:
Strongly agree; Agree; Neutral; Disagree; Strongly disagree
The inconvenience from verifying my passwords after creating
them was:
1=Very high . . . 7=Very low
1st password: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2nd password: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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PT

―Password verification
refers to when you are
asked to re-enter your
password after creating
it.‖

M

Table 2. Questionnaire items to measure user convenience of password verification –
taken from questionnaires at the password creation stage
Construct
Items
User convenience
Verifying my passwords after creating them was annoying:
(Cronbach alpha: >0.70) Strongly agree; Agree; Neutral; Disagree; Strongly disagree

Further to the questionnaire items answered, during and after the study, several

participants emailed and visited the experimenters to give feedback and discuss their
experience with the study informally. The information gathered in these discussions enriched
the understanding of the reported user convenience.
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5.3. Procedure
Ethical approval was sought and approved by the university‘s ethics committee, before
recruitment began for the study. The participants were recruited through replying to an
advertisement sent out across the entire university. They were given information about the
study and what to expect; this included information about receiving emails with instructions,
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when they would be taking part, how to create the passwords (including verifying them), how
to recall the passwords, and information about completing the questionnaires. This

information was also provided on the website throughout the study. Participants who agreed
to take part gave their formal consent. However, they were also informed at the beginning of
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the study that they had the right to withdraw at any point. Further information regarding

withdrawal was supplied on the website during the recruitment stage and throughout the
study.

M

All participants completed the same tasks throughout the study. However, the group to

verified their passwords.

ED

which the participants were allocated determined the number of times the participants

PT

The participants were emailed each time they were required to complete a task. They
would login to the website and would create or recall their passwords, followed by

CE

completing a questionnaire about their experience. When the participants created their
passwords, if the passwords did not meet the rules/criteria, an error message would appear

AC

saying which rule was not met. Once the passwords met the password rules, the participants
were asked to verify the passwords (how many times the participants did this depended on
the group), shown in Figure 1. However, if the passwords were verified incorrectly, then the
password would be reset. The participants were asked to learn their newly generated
passwords and were told not to write them down. After the passwords were created for each
session, the participants were provided with a questionnaire, with questions specific to their
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experience of creating passwords. At the recall stage, the participants were given three
attempts to recall their passwords. If the participants failed, the following message would
appear: ―You have had three attempts, you will not be able to make any further attempts at
this time. You may however, be asked to enter this password again later in the study.‖ The
participants were provided with this message as their login failure could have been a result of
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a temporary lapse in memory, and if they thought that they would not need to use the

password again, this could have affected the password‘s retention for future recall. After
recalling the passwords for each session, the participants were then given another

questionnaire, with questions specific to their experience of recalling passwords. In the final
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recall session, the participants were asked to recall all their passwords, and were given the
recalling password questionnaire and a final questionnaire to report on their experience with

AC

CE

PT

ED

M

recalling their passwords and their experience with the study.

Fig 1. The password creation page

The schedule for creating and recalling passwords within the week was chosen for
regularity, and for that enough time had passed between creating and recalling passwords for
recall to represent long-term recall. At the beginning of week 1, one password was created; in
weeks 2 and 3, two passwords were created each week. At the end of week 1, one password
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was recalled; in weeks 2, 3, and 4, two passwords were recalled; and in week 5, all five
passwords were recalled (creation and recall schedule is illustrated in Table 3). Participants
had a set amount of time to create and recall their passwords. To create the passwords, the
participants were given three days, and for recalling passwords, the participants were given
four days (recall was longer as it covered the weekend). The participants were informed via
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email when they had to complete the task, and on the last day of each task period, an email
was sent to those who had not completed the task to remind them to do so.

Over 2000 passwords were input into the website, and more than 800 questionnaires were
completed over the five weeks.

M
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Table 3. Password (study) schedule
Creating
Remembering
Week
passwords
passwords (number)
(number)
1 beginning
1
1 end
1
2 beginning
2
2 end
2
3 beginning
2

CE

5 beginning
5 end

PT

4 beginning
4 end

ED

3 end

2

Account types

Online Banking
Online Banking
Email/Social Networking
Online Banking/Email
Online Shopping/Online
Gaming
Online Shopping/Online
Gaming

2

Social Networking/Online
Shopping

5

All

AC

6. Results

Of the 105 participants who originally signed up for the study, data was analyzed from

90 participants who completed the entire study. A large amount of objective and subjective
data was collected, including over 2000 passwords, and questionnaire responses measuring
user convenience. To test the hypotheses, analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were
employed to show differences between the groups, and independent t-tests were used to
confirm the results in more detail.
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6.1. Password recall
Correct password recall was categorized by the total number of passwords correctly
recalled over the five weeks, as well as the number of passwords correctly recalled on the
first attempt each time they were recalled. A between-subjects ANOVA was employed to
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examine the effect of the password verification group on total correct password recall. There
was a significant effect of the password verification group on total correct password recall
(F(2,90) = 11.600, p < 0.001); thus, supporting H1. Another between-subjects ANOVA showed
there was also a significant effect of password verification on the correct first attempt
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password recall (F(2,77) = 10.807, p < 0.001), further supporting H1. Total correct password
recall and correct first attempt password recall were highest in the three-times verification
group, followed by the two-times group, and then the control (one-times) group (represented

M

in Figure 3). These success rates (total correct password recall and correct first attempt) are
shown in Table 4 and represented in Figure 2. The descriptive and inferential results are

ED

summarized in Table 5 and Table 6.

CE

PT

Table 4. Success rates of correct password recall
Verification group
Control group Experimental group
verification x1
- verification x2
(N=30)
(N=30)
Total correct
42%
59%
password recall

AC

Correct first attempt
password recall

31%

44%

Experimental group
- verification x3
(N=30)
70%

58%
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70%

70%
59%

60%

50%

44%

42%

40%

58%

Total Correct Password
Recall

31%

30%

Correct First time
Password recall

20%

0%
Control group – Experimental Experimental
verification x1
group group verification x2 verification x3
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Fig 2. Success rates of correct password recall
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10%

6.2. User convenience

User convenience was measured through questionnaire responses in relation to the

M

perceived inconvenience experienced by the user when having to verify their passwords at
the creation stage. A between-subjects ANOVA was employed to examine the difference

ED

between groups, and the effect of password verification on user convenience. There was no
significant effect of the password verification group on user convenience (F(2,120) = 2.512, p =

PT

0.087), not supporting H2. To support the results of H2, a post-hoc power analysis was

CE

performed using R STUDIO (version 3.4.3 (2017-11-30)) and showed a good level of
statistical power (0.88). With further analysis, an independent t-test was performed, which

AC

showed no significant difference between the control group (with only one-times
verification), and the three-times verification password group (t = 1.021, df = 58, p = 0.156).
When the descriptive statistics were examined, the results revealed that user convenience
(when all three groups were compared) was highest in the two-times verification password
group, followed by the control group. The lowest was the three-times verification password
group (shown in Figure 4). Therefore, additional t-tests were performed. They revealed that
there was a significant difference between the two-times password verification group, and the
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three-times password verification group (t = 2.404, df = 58, p = 0.01), showing that user
convenience was lower in the three-times group. However, a t-test also revealed that there
was no significant difference in user convenience between the one-times group and the twotimes group (t = –1.154, df = 58, p = 0.127), and user convenience was actually higher in the

inferential results are summarized in Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5. Descriptive results

Verification group
Experimental group
- verification x2
(N=30)
7.10
(2.77)
5.30
(2.72)
37.50
(5.99)

Control group verification x1
(N=30)
5.00
(2.92)
3.77
(2.73)
35.43
(7.77)

Mean
(std. dev.)

AN
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Total correct
password recall
Correct first attempt
password recall
User convenience
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two-times password verification group than in the one-times group. The descriptive and

Experimental group
- verification x3
(N=30)
8.43
(2.65)
6.97
(2.55)
33.50
(6.87)

M

Total correct password recall
9.00

8.43

8.00

ED

7.10

7.00
6.00

5.00

PT

5.00
4.00
3.00

1.00
0.00

CE

2.00

AC

Control group –
verification x1

Experimental group - Experimental group verification x2
verification x3

Fig 3. The mean score of total correct password recall

Total Password
correct recall
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User convenience
40.00

37.50
35.43

33.50

35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00

User convenience
15.00

5.00
0.00
Control group –
verification x1

Experimental group - Experimental group verification x2
verification x3
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Fig 4. The mean score of user convenience
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10.00

H2: Increasing the number of password
verification times would have a negative
effect on user convenience.

Supported/Sig. (Eta
squared)
Supported - total correct
p < 0.001 (0.21)
Supported – correct first time
p < 0.001 (0.20)
Not supported
p = 0.087 (0.06)

ED

User
convenience

M

Table 6. Inferential results
Dependent
Hypothesis
variable
Correct
H1: Increasing the number of password
password
verification times would have a positive
recall
effect on password recall

PT

7. Discussion

Password security is an important issue that needs to be addressed, in terms of making

CE

passwords more secure and more memorable, while not increasing user inconvenience.

AC

Therefore, the focus of this study was to investigate whether increasing the number of
password verifications would have an effect on password memorability, and user
convenience.

7.1. Verification and password memorability
The results have important implications as they suggest that increased numbers of
password verification can increase password memorability. Verifying passwords three times
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increases password memorability by 28% when compared with current practices (verifying
passwords just once), from 42% correct password recall to 70%. Even increasing the
verification to only two times increased password memorability by 17%, from 42% correct
password recall to 59%. The increases in success rate are similar for both total correct
password recall and for the correct first attempt at password recall. These results are
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significant, especially for the amount of change or difference between the three conditions,
i.e., one or two extra verification times. These findings provide evidence that to increase

password memorability does not require substantial changes in practices or devices; small

7.2. Verification and user convenience
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changes can be effective.

The results of the study suggest that small increases in password verification do not

M

have a notable effect on the levels of inconvenience experienced by the user. Although
previous research suggested that the more time users spend on the password process of

ED

creating, learning, and recalling passwords, the higher their inconvenience (Renaud and De

PT

Angeli, 2004; Zhang and McDowell, 2009); we found that this was not necessarily the case.
We found not only that user convenience levels were similar across all three groups (51–

CE

58%) but also that the number of times of verification did not equate to a decrease in user
convenience. The lowest level of user convenience was experienced by the three-times

AC

password verification group, with one-times group being only 3% higher. The two-times
password verification group had the highest user convenience levels, 7% higher than the
three-times group, and 4% higher than the one-times group. Although there was no
significant difference across the three groups, the convenience result for the second group
was unexpected. In discussions with participants, several reported that they felt that through
repeating the verification stage, it was ―helping‖ their memory; whereas the participants in
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the third group reported the same, they were more negative about the benefits as the
procedure was time-consuming. For example, the findings suggest that user convenience is
not affected by time spent on the password process, as previous research suggested (Renaud
and De Angeli, 2004; Zhang and McDowell, 2009), or changes in practices, i.e., increasing
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the number of verifications.

7.3. Trade-off between password memorability and user convenience

Previous research on security vs. memorability (Vu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009) and
security vs. convenience suggests that one will decrease as the other increases (Bang et al.,
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2012; Tam et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2009). Our findings provide new insights into this issue.
First, our findings suggest that if one factor (e.g., memoribility) increases, the other does not
automatically decrease. Second, significant changes in one factor may or may not have

M

significant effects on the other factors involved. Therefore, password memorability can be
increased, while user convenience is relatively unaffected.

ED

Overall, our findings suggest that password memorability can be increased, while not

PT

significantly affecting the users‘ convenience. The findings also highlight that although the
relationship between password memorability and user convenience can be complex, the

CE

relationship is not necessarily as rigid as thought by previous research.
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7.4. Study limitations

7.4.1. Ecological validity
The study was conducted online to incorporate a reasonable level of realism into the

design, because monitoring participants‘ real passwords would have been a security issue and
could have affected their responses. While the study was designed in such a way to eliminate
as many confounding variables as possible, conducting an online study can have drawbacks.
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7.4.2.1. Writing passwords down
Due to the study being conducted online, the participants had the opportunity to write
their passwords down. However, throughout the experiment, participants were instructed not
to write their passwords down, and were given warnings about security breaches if they broke
the rules. Furthermore, in the final questionnaire, the participants were asked, ―During this
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study, did you use any memory aids, techniques or coping strategies to help remember your
passwords?‖ and were given the options of ―Yes/No, if yes…. wrote it down, saved it

electronically, used a memory technique to remember, or other….‖ Many participants said
they had used memory techniques, such as mnemonics; however, none of the participants
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reported writing down their passwords or saving them electronically.
7.4.2.2. Fictitious accounts

Participants created passwords for five fictitious accounts during the study. Fictitious

M

accounts were chosen because monitoring password recall could have been a security issue if
they had been real accounts and passwords. The five accounts included online banking,

ED

email, social networking, online shopping, and online gaming and were chosen because of

PT

their range of importance and data sensitivity. However, it has to be acknowledged that on
one hand, testing password memorability may have resulted in participants trying harder to

CE

learn and recall passwords as they knew they would be tested. On the other hand, by contrast,
the participants may have placed less importance into learning and recalling their passwords

AC

for the study as the accounts were not the participants‘ real accounts. Although, according to
Fahl et al. (2013), while examining password study ecological validity, found that many
participants use their real or very similar passwords from their real life in password studies.
This behavior could have potentially increased the passwords‘ value to the participants.
Nevertheless, to attempt to counter this issue, previous password studies have asked their
participants to role-play (Gaw and Felton, 2006; Forget et al., 2008; Shay et al., 2010).
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Within this study, a similar approach was adopted providing this statement before the study
began, ―We would appreciate it if you not only learn your passwords to the best of your
ability, but consider them as protecting ―real‖ accounts, as we will monitor your interaction
with the system.‖
7.4.3. Population sample
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The participants consisted of university staff and students. However, the participants
were from a variety of education and demographic backgrounds, we acknowledge the

potential bias that using university staff and students brings, such as being more aware of
memory techniques. However, we attempted to counter this problem by recruiting our
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participants from a variety of staff from various positions and faculties within the university
and a variety of students from different program levels and faculties.
7.4.4. The construct of user convenience

M

Several studies have examined user convenience in the password context (Bang et al.,
2012; Jenkins et al., 2014; Renaud and De Angeli, 2004; Tam et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2009)

ED

and have found that user convenience is a key factor affecting password security (Bang et al.,

PT

2012; Tam et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2009). However, user convenience has still not been fully
defined by, or examined in terms of a theoretical basis. Therefore, in future research, user

CE

convenience should be examined in more depth and in terms of a psychological theory and be
properly defined as a concept. Moreover, user convenience also needs to be operationalized,

AC

possibly from the motivation perspective for consistent measurement.

7.5. Future research
Several studies have investigated human memory to understand the password problem,
and attempt to solve it. However, as with the adoption of biometrics, cost and familiarity is
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reported to be more favored over a mechanism that could possibly solve these issues
(Florêncio and Herley, 2007; Keith et al., 2009).
In this study, we looked to make small changes in the existing password process. Our
results are very promising. We found that increased verification increases password
memorability but does not affect user convenience proportionately. Therefore, future research
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should examine the interaction between security, memorability, and convenience in more
depth, to gain a better understanding of the relationships between all these significant factors
that influence each other and the password process. Future studies should also look to

measuring increased numbers of verification attempts (such as five or even ten times), on
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memorability and user convenience, to consider the practical implications of further

increasing password memorability. Other future studies could also consider the effects of
different password policies and different creation processes on the trade-off between

M

password memorability and user convenience.

ED

8. Conclusion

PT

Users are increasingly finding it difficult to recall their passwords as the number of
accounts continue to rise (Biddle et al., 2012; Duggan et al., 2012; Gaw and Felten, 2006;

CE

Grawemeyer and Johnson, 2011). As users push their memory capabilities, many adopt
insecure password behaviors as they see the behaviors as coping strategies that help them

AC

remember their passwords, regardless of the potential security risks to their accounts and their
employers‘ accounts (Gaw and Felten, 2006; Notoatmodjo and Thomborson, 2009). This
disregard for security comes at a cost to both organizations and the users themselves, as
insecure password behaviors can lead to unauthorized access to accounts, forgetting
passwords, and inconvenience in terms of resetting and restricted authorized access (Brown
et al., 2004; Hayashi et al., 2012; Inglesant and Sasse, 2010; Tari et al., 2006; Vu et al.,
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2007). Previous research suggests that there is a trade-off between password security,
memorability, and convenience, which insinuates that increasing password memorability
would decrease the other two. This study examined whether increasing the number of
password verification times could increase password memorability, and whether this would
decrease user convenience. The study and its results have important implications for
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password security practice. First, simple adjustments to the password process via increasing
the number of verifications can make passwords more memorable while not concurrently
increasing user inconvenience. Second, this change could reduce the chance of forgetting
passwords, and the financial consequences that can then occur. Finally, increasing the
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number of verifications could also reduce insecure password behaviors and the security issues
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M

pertaining to these behaviors.
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